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Abstract—The rapid development of remote sensing (RS) tech-
nology has produced massive images, which makes it difficult
to obtain interpretation results by manual screening. Therefore,
researchers began to develop automatic retrieval method of RS
images. In recent years, cross-modal RS image retrieval based on
query text has attracted many researchers because of its flexible and
has become a new research trend. However, the primary problem
faced is that the information of query text and RS image is not
aligned. For example, RS images often have the attributes of mul-
tiscale and multiobjective, and the amount of information is rich,
while the query text contains only a few words, and the information
is scarce. Recently, graph neural network (GNN) has shown its
potential in many tasks with its powerful feature representation
ability. Therefore, based on GNN, this article proposes a new
cross-modal RS feature matching network, which can avoid the
degradation of retrieval performance caused by information mis-
alignment by learning the feature interaction in query text and RS
image, respectively, and modeling the feature association between
the two modes. Specifically, to fuse the within-modal features, the
text and RS image graph modules are designed based on GNN. In
addition, in order to effectively match the query text and RS image,
combined with the multihead attention mechanism, an image-text
association module is constructed to focus on the parts related to RS
image in the text. The experiments on two public standard datasets
verify the competitive performance of the proposed model.

Index Terms—Cross-modal feature fusion, cross-modal remote
sensing (RS) image retrieval, graph neural network (GNN).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE interpretation of remote sensing (RS) images provides
a powerful support for the monitoring of natural resources,

natural disaster, and urban development, etc. Recently, due to
the increasing maturity of RS image acquisition technology,
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the number of RS image acquisition is also increasing rapidly.
How to quickly and accurately find the required data from the
massive RS images is the key to improve the efficiency of
data application. The traditional RS image retrieval methods
are mainly through manual screening, but when facing a huge
number of RS images, these methods falls into a bottleneck.
Therefore, in order to efficiently organize and manage the mas-
sive RS images, researchers began to explore automatic RS
image retrieval methods, and gradually formed a research trend
in the field of RS.

The query and retrieval data belong to the same mode is
called single-modal RS image retrieval. Chen et al. [1] proposed
a hash algorithm to improve the efficiency of retrieval. Based
on the abovementioned method, Demir et al. [2] proposed a
dual-core nonlinear hash algorithm with higher accuracy and
faster efficiency. RS image retrieval based on single-modal has
shown a good performance in coarse-grained RS image retrieval,
but it is still difficult to cope with object-level RS image retrieval.

In recent years, cross-modal RS image retrieval has slowly be-
come a research hotspot due to the advantages of form flexibility.
Guo et al. [3] are committed to the research of audio-based RS
image retrieval, using convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
and AudioNet to extract the features of audio and image pat-
terns, respectively, and calculate the matching degree of cross-
modalities. Afterwards, some RS image retrieval methods based
on text have become mainstream [4], [5], [6]. These methods
basically follow a two-stage retrieval process, i.e., first generate
a text semantic description using the RS image caption method,
and then retrieve the RS image by measuring how well the
query text matches the caption. However, the two-stage retrieval
method is essentially a text-to-text retrieval, which not only
ignores the direct matching between the RS image and the text,
but also easily affects the quality of the semantic description.
In order to avoid the disadvantages of two-stage retrieval, Yuan
et al. [7] proposed a one-stage retrieval method that directly
learns how well the query text matches the RS image. More
importantly, the method also provides keywords to complement
the query text, improving the retrieval capacity of remotely
sensed images.

Although the abovementioned cross-modal RS image re-
trieval methods have promoted the development of this field,
it still encounters difficulties in solving the problem of cross-
modal information misalignment, resulting in the decline of the
RS image retrieval performance. In addition to having multiscale
and multitarget properties, RS images have a lot of background
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noise. However, the query text often contains only a few words
and is poorly informative. Furthermore, when extracting modal
features of text and images, previous methods ignore the interac-
tion between features within the modality, such as information
fusion between words in text, information interaction between
target features in images, etc.

Recently, the graph neural network (GNN) has shown its
potential in a variety of tasks with its powerful feature represen-
tation ability. Therefore, based on GNN, this article proposes
a new cross-modal RS feature matching network, named as
CMFM-Net, which can avoid the degradation of the retrieval
performance caused by information misalignment by learning
the feature interaction in query text and RS image, respectively,
and modeling the feature association between the two modes.
Specifically, in order to fuse the within-modal features, the text
and RS image graph modules are designed based on GNN. In
addition, in order to effectively match the query text and RS
image, combined with the multihead attention mechanism, an
image-text association module is constructed to focus on the
parts related to RS image in the text.

In summary, the main contributions of this article are as
follows.

1) In this article, a cross-modal RS feature matching network
is proposed, which solves the problem of information mis-
alignment of cross-modal in RS image retrieval through
feature interaction within modality and feature association
between modalities.

2) Based on the GNN, the text and RS image graph modules
are constructed to ensure the interactive fusion of features
in the modality. In addition, the image-text association
module is designed to learn the associations between
modalities and highlights some words in the text asso-
ciated with the RS image.

3) Qualitative and quantitative experimental results on the
two public datasets of RSICD and RSITMD verify the
effectiveness of CMFM-Net in cross-modal RS image
retrieval.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
the related works of cross-modal RS image retrieval are briefly
introduced. In Section III, we illustrate the implementation
details of the proposed CMFM-Net model. In Sections IV and
V, we give a quantitative comparison between the proposed
model and other baselines. Finally, Section VI concludes this
article.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the previous research on cross-
modal retrieval of nature scenes and RS images. Then, we turn
to graph-based approach that is more relevant to our work.

A. Cross-Modal Retrieval

Cross-modal retrieval focuses on enabling flexible retrieval of
different modalities (e.g., text-image, speech-image) [8]. It per-
forms retrieval of related data of one type by referring to the data

of another type as a query. It aims to learn a common global rep-
resentation space in which similarity between data of different
modalities can be directly measured by commonly used distance
measures, such as Euclidean distance and cosine distance. Ac-
cording to the difference of basic methods, the existing methods
can be divided into traditional methods and deep learning-based
methods.

The early traditional approaches consider the relationship
between different modal data to be linear and represent the
data in jointly by a linear projection. One method is canonical
correlation analysis (CCA) [9] that learns the linear projection
matrix by maximizing the overall correlation between cross-
modal data. and there is extensive work here based on CCA [10],
[11], [12]. And the other traditional method is crossmodal factor
analysis [13], which minimizes the Frobenius norm between
common representations of differnet modalities by directly. In
addition, there are the local group based prior knowledge [14],
[15], [16], semantic hierarchy [17], [18], [19], etc. Recently,
deep learning-based methods have brought great improvements
in cross-modal retrieval. These methods can better learn the
nonlinear relationships between different modal data. Deep
canonical correlation analysis [20] is a nonlinear extension
of CCA that learns complex nonlinear transformations of two
modalities by jointly learning the parameters of both transfor-
mations to maximize the total correlation. Sharama et al. [21]
propose generalized multiview analysis by supervised use of
semantic category labels to solve a joint, relaxed quadratic
constrained quadratic program over different feature spaces.
It is a supervised extension of CCA, and the method is ex-
tremely robust and has the ability to replace CCA whenever
classification or retrieval purposes and labeling information are
available.

B. Cross-Modal Retrieval of RS

Because of large scale, complex background, and large aspect
ratios, the cross-modal retrieval of RS scenes is more compli-
cated compared with natural scenes. Li et al. [22] design source-
invariant deep hashing convolutional neural networks for image–
image cross-modal RS image retrieval. In [23], a novel deep
cross-modality hashing network is proposed for cross-modality
retrieval between synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and optical
images. As the image caption has developed, caption-based
retrieval methods have become the mainstream of RS image
retrieval [24], [25], [26]. Li et al. [27] introduced a multilevel
attention model that combined with beam search to generate
multiple captions and then select the best caption by using the
best prior knowledge. In [28], the authors propose a fine-grained
and structured attention-based method, which can utilize the
structural characteristics of semantic contents in RS images. For
audio-image cross-modal RS image retrieval, Mao et al. [29] de-
sign a deep visual-audio network to learn the correspondence of
RS image and audio. Chen et al. [5] produce a deep triplet-based
hashing to integrate relative semantic similarity relation learning
and hash code learning into an end-to-end network. In [5], the
authors design a cross-modal RS image-voice retrieval approach
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed CMFM-Net. Given the visual input (RS image) and textual input (query sentence and keywords), we first perform the feature
extraction for each modal, then we integrate the multiscale visual features and fuse the textual features under the guidance of visual information, in the last, we
calculate the similarity between final textual and visual features.

called DIVR, to capture more feature about the RS data and
generate hash codes with fast retrieval characteristics and low
memory.

C. Graph-Based Learning

Graph is widely used for various tasks, such as machine
translation [31], [32], [33], semantic segmentation [34], [35],
[36], classification [37], [38], [39], object detection [40], [41],
and image retrieval [42], [43], [44]. Graph-based learning is
powerful tools for graph data representation, and it has a wide
range of applications as an emerging approach in RS. For in-
stance, Qin et al. [38] proposed a novel semisupervised learning
framework that is based on spectral–spatial graph convolutional
networks (GCNs) to alleviate deficient labeled pixels problem
for hyperspectral image classification task. Ren et al. [39] exploit
the rich spatial and spectral information contained in superpixel-
based weighted graph structure and propose a semisupervised
approach to achieve robust classification of PolSAR images
on irregular domains. Saha et al. [37] propose a GNN-based
multitarget domain adaptation method for RS field, which in-
crementally adapt a source-trained classifier for multiple targets.
GNN is also widely adopted in cross-modal retrieval tasks. Dong
et al. [45] exploit a GCN to reconstruct a sample representation
based on the neighborhood relationship between the sample
itself and its neighbors, construct a local graph for each in-
stance to reconstruct node features based on the local graph,
and project the features of both modalities to a common space.
In [46], the authors design an end-to-end adaptive label-aware
graph convolutional network, which obtains modality-invariant
and discriminative representations for efficiently explores and
cross-modal retrieval. In addition, it efficiently explores and pre-
serves the semantic structure of labels in a data-driven manner.
To solve suffering from the lack of reliable learning guidance

and cross-modal discrepancy, Zhang et al. [47] introduced an
aggregation-based graph convolutional hashing to exploit the
structural feature of multiple modalities from different perspec-
tives. In [48], as for multimodal image retrieval task, the authors
build a GNN for similar pictures and their tags to learn visual-
semantic representations. The difference between the method
in [48] and our proposed method is that this method is oriented
to CBIR task, that is, content-based image retrieval in natural
scenes. While our method is oriented to TBRSIR task, that is,
text-based RS image retrieval. In addition, the node on the graph
in this method represents a complete image or image tag, while
the node in our method refers to the features map.

III. METHOD

In this section, we introduce the details about our proposed
CMFM-Net. As depicted in Fig. 1, the CMFM-Net consists of
visual and textual feature extraction modules, a multiscale self-
attention module, a textual feature fusion module, and the final
prediction module. In the following, we first define the task in the
formulation and provide an overview of the CMFM-Net. Then,
we introduce the core modules in detail.

A. Problem Description

Given the RS image I , query sentence T , and query keywords
K, we first extract their features and map them into a common
d-dimensional space, v̂ ∈ Rd, t̂ ∈ Rd, and k̂ ∈ Rd, respectively.
Then, after a series of feature fusion, especially t̂ and k̂, we obtain
a score s that measures the cross-modal similarity

s = σ
(
Fv̂ v̂ �N

(
F

̂tt̂,F̂kk̂
))

(1)

where Fv̂ , F
̂t, and F

̂k indicate the feature processor for visual
image, textual sentence, and textual keywords, respectively, and
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N denotes the fusion of keywords and sentence, and σ indicate
Sigmoid function. Notably, since keywords are utilized to locate
the expected objects in images, it supplement the sentence
retrieval that aims to capture the associated target. Thus, we
adjust the model to take the sentence and keywords as textual
inputs by weighted sum them

N
(
F

̂tt̂,F̂kk̂
)
= λ1 · F̂tt̂+ λ2 · F̂kk̂. (2)

Furthermore, to promote the feature fusion between modal-
ities, we introduce a cross-modal interaction strategy. Specifi-
cally, considering that there are a large number of targets in the
RS image and scale differences between various targets, thus,
we adopt to use visual features to guide the textual features
extraction, which is formulated as

φ
(
Fv̂ v̂,N

(
F

̂tt̂,F̂kk̂
))

= Fv̂ v̂ → N
(
F

̂tt̂,F̂kk̂
)
. (3)

In summary of above, formula 1 eventually evolve into the
following formulation:

s = σ
(
Fv̂ v̂ � φ

(
Fv̂ v̂,N

(
F

̂tt̂,F̂kk̂
)))

. (4)

B. Method Overview

As mentioned above, our method takes RS image, query
sentence, and query keywords as inputs, thus, we perform feature
extraction for each type of information.

1) RS Image: Following the method in [49], we utilize the
ResNet-18 model pretrained on the ImageNet dataset [50], [51],
[52], to extract the visual features from RS image. Specifically,
we first select the last convolution layer’s feature map with size
512× 8× 8 as the features of the whole image and transform
it into a feature sequence V = {v1, v2, . . . , v64}, each element
vi ∈ R512 refers to a feature map. To prompt the information
extrange among features maps, we introduce the image graph
module.

Concretely, we take the feature maps as nodes and construct
a graph, then we adopt the multihead attention [53] mecha-
nism to perform features transfer. The multihead attention is
designed to capture the correlation among items from diverse
H subspaces, and then the feed-forward module supplements
the nonlinearity to features in the attention results. Finally, layer
normalization [54] with residual connection [55] is applied to
normalize representation.

By stacking L layers of image graph module, we obtain the
global information feature vector of the RS image image by
average pooling

image =
1

64

64∑
i=1

V L
i . (5)

Besides, although the features image contains important in-
formation in the RS image, there are apparent drawbacks for only
using the global features. For one thing, the RS image contains a
large number of targets compared with the natural image. Thus,
using global features image merely for subsequent retrieval
will cause information redundancy, which is unable to obtain
favorable representations for the image. For another thing, RS

images have multiscale characteristics, and single-scale features
cannot represent the image well. As the increase of convolution
layer, the small targets will be filtered out by the pooling layer,
which means that these small targets will not appear in the global
features. The deeper features map with a larger scale can capture
high-level semantic information of salient objects, whereas the
shallower feature map with a smaller scale can extract fine
features information. Considering the abovementioned factors,
we further extract features from each layer of the convolution
network.

After the extraction, we upsample the feature maps of the
first three layers and then concatenate them together as the low-
level image features. Subsequently, the feature maps of the last
two layers are sampled and connected as the high-level image
features. The abovementioned process can be represented as{

v(m)
}5

m=1
, v(g) = CNN (I, θI) (6)

{Fm}5m=1 = Upsample

({
v(m)

}5

m=1

)
(7)

v(l) = Cat (F1, F2, F3) (8)

v(h) = Cat (F4, F5) (9)

where v(m) is each layer’s feature map output by convolu-
tion network; the upsample operation denotes upsampled layer,
which is used to match different feature maps to the same size.
Fm are the feature maps obtained after v(m) upsampled, where
all feature maps of the low-level features have the same size,
and the same for the high-level features. Cat(x, y) is used to
represent the channelwise concatenation of the feature vectors
x and y with consistent dimensions. v(l) and v(h) represent the
low-level features and high-level features extracted from RS
image. Finally, we use the low-level features v(l), high-level
features v(h), and global features image as the final image
features.

2) Query Sentence: The query sentence s = {w1, w2,
. . . , wn} is denoted as a sequence of words, where n indicates
its length and wi refers to the index of the corresponding word
in the vocabulary W . Given the word embedding matrix Mw ∈
R|W|×d, we map each wordwi into a d-dimensional vector ei and
obtain the vector sequence Es ∈ Rn×d. Then, a bidirectional
GRU (Bi-GRU) [56] is employed as sentence encoder to learn
the representation of word hi ∈ Rd in its context

hi = BiGRU (ei, hi−1) . (10)

Based on the encoded representation of sequence H =
{h1, h2, . . . , hn}, we introduce the sentence graph module to
perform further enhancement.

Specifically, we construct a fully connected graph where each
node indicates a word. We use hl

i represent the states of ith
node at layer l, and initialize the state of each node h0

i by the
abovementioned encoded representation: h0

i = hi. Since there
is lack of prior connection between words, we adopt a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) to compute the edge weight ci,j between node
hi and its neighbor hj ∈ H , which is formulated as

ci,j = Wl−1
1

(
ReLU

(
Wl−1

0

(
hl−1
i ‖hl−1

j

)))
(11)
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Fig. 2. Sentence graph updating.

where Wl−1
0 ∈ R2∗d and Wl−1

1 ∈ Rd are learnable matrices,
and ·‖· denotes the concatenation operation. Then, the edge
weights that normalized by softmax function are used to ag-
gregate features from the connected nodes, thus, we obtain the
representation for node hl

i at layer l

hl
i =

n∑
j

exp (ci,j)∑n
k exp (ci,k)

· hl−1
j . (12)

As shown in Fig. 2, by stacking L layers of sentence graph
module, we assume that each node could grasp enough infor-
mation by communicating with others. As a result, the global
information feature vector of the sentence can be represented by
sent

sent =
1

n

n∑
i=1

hL
i . (13)

3) Qeury Keywords: The features of keywords are extracted
in a similar way with query sentence. Given the set of keywords
withmwords k = {w1, w2, . . . , wm}, we utilize the embedding
matrix Mw shared with query sentence to map each word into a
d-dimensional vector ei. Considering that keywords are usually
short and there is no explicit sequential relationship between
words, hence, we employ an MLP and obtain the features hi

hi = MLP (ei) . (14)

Then, we introduce keywords graph module to perform further
enhancement. Similarly, we construct a fully connected graph,
initialize the state of each node h0

i with hi, compute the edge
weights referring to (11), aggregate features (13), stack L layers
of keywords graph module, and obtain the global information
feature vector of the keywords kw.

C. Multiscale Self-Attention

Following the work [7], we adopt the multiscale self-attention
module to filter the background noise in RS image and solve
the problem of inaccurate image-text matching caused by the
multiscale and multicategory characteristics of objects in RS
image. Specifically, we first fuse the low-level and high-level

features that obtained in (8) and (9) as follows:

v̂(l) = PReLU
(

conv3×3

(
v(l)

))
(15)

v̂(h) = PReLU
(

MLP
(
v(h)

))
(16)

where a conv3×3 and MLP is applied to low-level and high-
level features, respectively, and a parametric rectified linear
unit (PReLU) is adopted to supplement nonlinear information.
Afterward, we fuse the mean-pooling result of v(h) and fuse it
with the concatenated features of v̂(l) and v̂(h), obtaining the
visual representation v(lh)

v(lh) = Mean
(
v(h)

)
⊕ Cat

(
v̂(l), v̂(h)

)
. (17)

Then, considering RS image contains various targets, thus,
inherent the redundant information. To alleviate the affect of
redundant features in v(l,h), we design a redundant feature filter.
We first perform the L2 regularization for v(l,h) and adopt an
MLP to conduct the feature transform. And then, we employ a
sigmoid function to calculate activation values, which are used
to select the features from the transformed representation, and

obtain the final visual features v̂(i)

v(i) = MLP
(
L2

(
v(l,h)

))
(18)

act = σ
(
v(i)

)
(19)

v̂(i) = act · v(i). (20)

D. Textual Feature Fusion

Despite that query sentence describe the connection among
multiple objects, it lacks the target information. Query keywords
list the interested targets in the RS image, which can be used to
supplement the sentence. Therefore, we design textual feature
fusion module to fuse sentence and keywords information. In
addition, while fusing the features of query sentence and query
keywords, we deliberately introduce RS image features to avoid
the problem of image and text misalignment.

Specifically, for the sentence features sent, we first concate-

nate them with visual features v̂(i) and adopt an MLP to perform
transformation, then we calculate the sigmod value to reassign
the weights for each feature and obtain the visual-aware sentence
representation sent(v) by elementwise multiplication

̂sent = MLP
(

Cat
(

sent, v̂(i)
))

(21)

act = σ
(̂

sent
)

(22)

sent(v) = act ·̂sent. (23)

In a similarly manner, we obtain the visual-aware keywords
representation kw(v). Afterward, we propose a dynamic fusion
module to fuse the features of sentence and keywords. In par-
ticular, we perform the L2 regularization for sent(v) and kw(v),
respectively, and adopt an MLP to transform their concatenated
results. Next, we calculate activation values via sigmod function,
which act as the gate to control the feature fusion, and obtain
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TABLE I
STATISTICS OF TWO DATASETS USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS

the final textual features Ft

sentt = MLP
(

Cat
(
L2

(
sent(v)

)
, L2

(
kw(v)

)))
(24)

Ft = sent(v) · σ (
sentt

)⊕ kw(v) · (1− σ
(
sentt

))
. (25)

E. Loss Function

Given a sample pair (T, I), we take the triplet loss as our
optimization objective, which is formulated as

Lct(I, T ) =
∑
̂T

[
αct − S(I, T ) + S

(
I, T̂h

)]
+

+
∑
̂I

[
αct − S(I, T ) + S

(
Îh, T

)]
+

(26)

where T̂ and Î denote the negative sentences and images, [x]+
equals max(x, 0),S(I, T ) represents the similarity of image and
text, and αct is the margin that has considered the text similarity,
which is defined as

αct = γ
−eβS(T,TI) + eβ

−1 + eβ
. (27)

S(T, TI) ∈ (0, 1) refers to BLEU and METEOR scores that
measures the similarity between the text T and sentences corre-
sponding to image TI , e is the natural index, γ is the maximum
margin, and β is the decay coefficient.

IV. DATASET DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we con-
duct a series of experiments on two public datasets. In this sec-
tion, we first introduce the characteristics of these two datasets,
then describe the evaluation metrics and implementation de-
tails. Finally, we provide the description of four state-of-the-art
methods.

A. Dataset

Our proposed method is trained and evaluated on two datasets:
RSICD [57] and RSITMD [7] for the cross-modal image-text
retrieval. Here, we give the statistics of these two RS datasets in
Table I.

1) RSICD [57]: This dataset is constructed by Lu et al.
The dataset is composed of 10 921 images of pixel size
224× 224, and it is the largest dataset used for RS image
captioning. All images are captured from the airplane or
satellite. Five different sentences are exploited to describe
every image. Examples of images along with their de-
scriptions are shown in Fig. 3(a). The total number of
sentences in RSICD is 54 605, and the total words of

Fig. 3. Data samples of the two datasets used in the experiment. Data format of
the two datasets are the same, and each image is accompanied by five language
descriptions. The above and below are examples of RSICD and RSITMD,
respectively. (a) RSICD sample. (b) RSITMD sample.

these sentences are 3323. This dataset contains land use
images in 28 classes, including airport, bare land, forest,
pond, baseball field, industrial, viaduct, beach, meadow,
port, bridge, medium residential, railway station, center,
mountain, resort, church, park, river, commercial, school,
sparse residential, dense residential, square, storage tanks,
desert, parking, stadium, with 240 to 1031 images per
category.

2) RSITMD [7]: This dataset is proposed by Yuan et al. It
is a fine-grained RS image-text dataset, including 4743
images and 23 715 sentence descriptions. Some images in
RSITMD are selected from the RSICD dataset, and others
are from Google Earth. RSITMD includes 32 categories,
including industrial, stadium, storage tanks, square, play-
ground, river, viaduct, pond, port, farmland, resort, school,
park, dense residential, sparse residential, bridge, beach,
commercial, center, parking, airport, church, medium res-
idential, meadow, desert, forest, railway station, moun-
tain, baseball field, intersection, bare land, boat, with
55 to 207 images per category. Furthermore, RSITMD
provides 1 to 5 fine-grained keywords for each sam-
ple image to further reduce the consistency of retrieved
information.

For each dataset, we use 80% of the samples as the training
set, 10% of the sample for validation, and the remaining 10% as
the test set.

B. Evaluation Metrics

We choose two evaluation indicators Recall at K (R@K) and
mR as our metrics, which are the most frequently used indicator
in cross-modal image-text retrieval tasks.
R@K (K = 1, 5, and 10) indicates the percentage of queries

in which the ground-truth matchings are contained in the top
K retrieved results. The higher value of R@K means a better
performance. In the experiment, we choose the value of K as 1,
5, and 10 for analysis, i.e., “R@1”, “R@5,” and “R@10.”
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TABLE II
HYPERPARAMETERS OF OUR METHOD

To evaluate the overall performance of the model more rea-
sonably, we obtained mR by calculating the average of all six
recall rates of R@K as proposed by Huang et al. [58]. It is the
sum of all R@1, R@5, and R@10 scores of image-to-text and
text-to-image retrieval.

C. Implementation Details

All our experiments are performed on a single
Nvidia Titan RTX GPU. For the image modality, we first
resize it to 278 × 278, and then perform random scaling
(from 0.5 to 2.0), random horizontal flipping and random
cropping to enhance the training set images. The final size of
the images is 256 × 256 pixels. To ensure the consistency of the
experiments and to guarantee that the model does not suffer from
overfitting caused by the excessive depth of the network, we use
ResNet-18 [55] as the visual feature extractor for experiments.

During the training, we achieve the best performance during
the training by using Adam optimizer with a learning rate
initialization of 0.003, batch size and dropout rate of 16 and
0.5. We apply early stopping with the patience of 20 to avoid
the model from overfitting. Furthermore, we summarize the
hyperparameters in Table II.

D. State-of-the-Art Approaches

In this part, we contrast our proposed method with the fol-
lowing four methods on two RS image-text datasets.

1) VSE++ [59]: VSE++ is one of the enlightening works
of image retrieval in the field of natural images. This
work is based on the visual-semantic embedding (VSE)
model [60]. The VSE model uses a long short-term mem-
ory to encode sentences to obtain textual feature represen-
tations, and a CNN is used to extract image feature. Two
mapping matrices are learned under the supervision of a
bidirectional hierarchical loss function so that two cross-
modal features can be mapped to the same embedding
space for alignment. VSE++ improves the bidirectional
loss function in the VSE model. After that, triplet loss is
proposed to train the image-text matching model. VSE++
introduces the idea of the most difficult negative sample,
which makes the final image retrieval accuracy much
higher.

2) SCAN [61]: The SCAN model applies an attention mech-
anism to text and images, respectively, and learns better
representations of text and images, then uses hard triplet
loss in a shared subspace to measure the similarity between
text and images. It uses Faster RCNN [62] to extract

image features on the basis of VSE++ to generate k target
regions for each image, and transform the embedding
matrix into an h-dimensional vector. Each word of the
text gets a one-hot vector, which is a 300-dimensional
vector after embedding, and then uses a Bi-GRU to get
an h-dimensional vector. Finally, it aligns the image and
the text with the same semantic target. This work is
compared with the text-to-image method and image-to-
text method proposed in this article in the experimental
part.

3) CAMP [63]: This work proposes an adaptive message
passing method to adaptively control the flow of cross-
modal information transmission. The fusion features are
used to calculate the matching scores of images and texts
while using CAMP’s triple loss method and BCE loss
method as a control. CAMP believes that salient regions
in images and salient words in sentences should be paid
attention. It takes into account the interactions between
regions and words and finds fine-grained cues for cross-
modal matching by filtering out irrelevant information.
That is, for CAMP to find the gist of images and texts,
interacting the two is beneficial to capture fine-grained
cross-modal cues for text-image matching.

4) MTFN [49]: Based on the idea of rank decomposition,
the MTFN model designs a multimodal fusion network
to calculate the distance of embedded features. MTFN is
a novel image-text retrieval network. Instead of learning
a latent common space for image-sentence pair, MTFN
design a similarity function to accurately measure the
distance between the input image and the sentence, and
train this network using a ranking loss function.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method
CMFM-Net, we conduct a comprehensive experimental analysis
from the following three aspects: overall comparison, ablation
experiments, and visual analysis. The ResNet-18 network is used
here instead of the target detection network. Considering that
the input of our proposed method is keywords and sentences,
we filter the keywords in the sentence and input them into the
keyword branch when only sentences are input.

A. Experimental Results on RSICD Dataset

Table III shows the test results of all methods on RSICD
dataset. Compared with the state-of-the-art models in recent
years, our method’s overall effect has reached the best. In other
words, our CMFM-Net model is the best of all models. Com-
pared with the previous best model MTFN [49], our experimen-
tal results increase mR by 2.94%, which shows that our method
is effective. Our proposed method learns the feature fusion
intramodalities and the feature association intermodalities to
avoid the poor retrieval performance caused by the information
asymmetry, which improves the overall retrieval accuracy.

In sentence retrieval, it shows that our model can surpass other
methods on metrics includingR@5 andR@10. It can be seen that
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TABLE III
COMPARISONS OF SENTENCE-IMAGE RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS ON RSICD TEST SET

TABLE IV
COMPARISONS OF SENTENCE-IMAGE RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS ON RSITMD TEST SET

SCAN i2t [61] performs the best among all these state-of-the-art
methods on R@1. Although our proposed method CMFM-Net
is only second to SCAN i2 [61] in terms of R@1, it displays
a significantly better performance than SCAN i2t on other
metrics. Specifically, compared with SCAN i2t [61], our model
can exhibit an increase of 5.77% (R@5) and 8.71% (R@10),
respectively.

In image retrieval, it can be seen that our model can achieve
outstanding result on all metrics including R@1, R@5, and
R@10. We can see that other methods perform better than
sentence retrieval in this part, but our model can even surpass
the best method by 0.41%(R@1), 1.40% (R@5), and 0.54%
(R@10), respectively.

B. Experimental Results on RSITMD Dataset

The results on the RSITMD dataset are shown in the Table IV.
Our method outperforms all state-of-the-art methods in overall
performance. It can be seen that MTFN [49] performs the best
among all other methods, but our method can still outperforms
MTFN. Specifically, compared with MTFN [49], our model can
obtain an increase of 1.36% on mR metric, which shows the
superiority of our model.

In sentence retrieval, our model has achieved the best results
on other indicators except onR@1. CAMP-Triplet [63] performs

best R@1. Our proposed method yields 28.76%(R@5) and
40.04%(R@10), and it outperforms CAMP-Triplet [63] by over
1.77%(R@5) and 1.99%(R@10).

In image retrieval, our method also achieves the best results,
except on R@1. SCAN t2i [61] performs best on this metric,
achieving a score of 10.10%. However, our method outperforms
SCAN t2i [61] in other metrics. Our proposed method is bet-
ter than SCAN t2i [61] by 3.85%(R@5) and 3.68% (R@10),
respectively.

C. Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct ablation experiments on the
CMFM-Net model to explore the contribution of each module
to the model. To better analyze the performance of the model,
we list a series of configurations in Tables V and VI. We use m1,
m2, and m3 to represent different modules.

1) m1: text graph module.
2) m2: RS image graph module.
3) m3: image-text association module.
Four variant models are shown in both tables. The results

of the ablation experiment in Tables V and VI together show
that these three modules m1–m3 all contribute to this task in
varying degrees. Specifically, the experimental results with the
three modules separately are much better than those without any
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TABLE V
COMPARISONS OF SENTENCE-IMAGE RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS ON RSICD TEST SET

TABLE VI
COMPARISONS OF SENTENCE-IMAGE RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS ON RSITMD TEST SET

one module, indicating that each module plays an active role in
the model’s understanding of image and textual information.
It is shown that the text graph module improves the retrieval
accuracy by promoting the interactive fusion of features in the
text modality. The RS image graph module helps to improve
retrieval accuracy, because it strengthens the relationship be-
tween different objects in image modalities. The image-text
association module strengthens associations between modal-
ities by highlighting components in text associated with RS
images.

Table V shows the performance of each model variant on
the RSICD dataset. The results in Table V tell us that the perfor-
mance drop from removing each modalities is 0.3%, 0.50%, and
0.56%, respectively. It can be seen that the image-text associa-
tion module has the greatest impact on the model performance
in this dataset, while the RS image graph module has a greater
impact on the model than the text graph module. Therefore,
for the RSICD dataset, interactions between image and text
modalities are the most important.

Table VI shows the performance of each model variant on
the RSITMD dataset. It shows that the removal of modules
m1, m2, and m3 separately brings about 1.46%, 2.03%, and
0.49% performance losses to the model, which shows that the
addition of text graph module and RS image graph module
improves the model more than image-text association module.
This result still cannot deny the contribution of the image-text
association module to the model. From the ablation results
in the RSITMD dataset, we can infer that the model’s bet-
ter understanding of the modal interior will help the model’s

overall understanding of multiple modalities. In other words,
the attention within the modalities may be more important
than the attention between the modalities in the RSITMD
dataset.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the visualization results of our model
on different datasets. Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) show the qualitative
image retrieval results for a given query text on the RSICD
and RSITMD dataset. For each query sentence, we display the
top-one retrieved image ranked. Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) show the
qualitative results of text retrieval with a given query image
on the RSICD and RSITMD dataset. For each query image, we
show the top one retrieved text ranked according to the similarity
scores predicted by our model. From these results, we find that
our method can retrieve correct results even in complex scenes
with RS. As can be seen from the overall visualization results,
our model is able to discover comprehensive and fine-grained
correspondences between images and sentences by enhancing
intramodality associations as well as interactions between dif-
ferent modalities.

D. Explore Fast Locate Using Text

We follow the method of using text to locate RS images in
large scenes proposed by Yuan et al. [7], which verifies the ability
of our proposed method to locate target objects. We first cut the
RS images in various ways to obtain patches with different sizes.
We obtain a probability map for each patch by computing the
similarity between each patch and the query text. Then, we stitch
the obtained probability maps in place. By performing median
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Fig. 4. Visual results of the text-to-image retrieval and the image-to-text retrieval on RSICD dataset. For each query text/image, we show the top-one ranked
image/text retrieved by our proposed method.

Fig. 5. Visual results of the text-to-image retrieval and the image-to-text retrieval on RSITMD dataset. For each query text/image, we show the top-one ranked
image/text retrieved by our proposed method.

filtering on the generated probability map to filter the impulse
noise in the probability map, the final location result can be
obtained.

Fig. 6 shows some localization results. In Fig. 6(a), we try to
find two tennis courts adjacent to the playground from the RS
image of the large scene. It can be seen that two tennis courts
and one playground in the location result have large probability
values, but part of probability still falls on some lawns, which
reflects that the model still has room for improvement.

In Fig. 6(b), we attempt to find parking lot around green
trees. It can be seen from the results that our model not only

locates a large parking lot, but also has a relatively large re-
sponse value for several other small parking lots, indicating
that our model has a relatively comprehensive ability to locate
targets.

The abovementioned experiments show that although our pro-
posed method CMFM-Net is not trained with the location ground
truth, CMFM-Net can effectively locate the target object in the
RS image with the large scene. The accuracy of localization
is not as good as the object detection method with bounding
box ground truth training, but the existing localization ability is
enough to make the retrieval method more stable.
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Fig. 6. Exploration results of location by text.

VI. CONCLUSION

The purpose of cross-modal RS image retrieval is to retrieve
the most relevant RS images by using other modes (such as
text) as queries. In recent years, with its flexible form, it has
become a new research hotspot. Aiming at the problem that the
information of query text and RS image is not aligned, this article
proposes a new cross-modal RS feature matching network, i.e.,
CMFM-Net, based on GNN with strong representation ability.
By learning the feature interaction in query text and RS image,
respectively, and modeling the feature association between the
two modes, we can avoid the information misalignment and
improve the retrieval performance. Specifically, in order to fuse
the intramodal features, the text and RS image graph module
is designed. In addition, combined with the multihead attention
mechanism, an image text association module is constructed to
focus on the parts related to RS images in the text. Quantitative
and qualitative experiments on two public standard datasets,
RSICD and RSITMD, verify the good performance of the model.
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